Robert Palmer begins this book by stating that Henry VIII, between 1529 and 1540, "reformed the English parish from a commercial enterprise into a pastoral institution," and in the process transformed English society. Though I believe this statement exaggerates both Henry's achievements and the significance of Palmer's findings, this book nonetheless provides a noteworthy contribution to the study of the Reformation in England. Overall, Palmer shows the great importance of legal change to the Reformation and therefore of legal sources to historians of that momentous development. More particularly, the work incorporated a number of significant findings. First, Palmer shows how the English government was increasing royal control over the church even before the Reformation itself began. Second, he shows how the heavy use by...
the control of lay lessees. But a series of statutes enacted by Henry VIII between 1529 and 1540 effectively reduced such clerical absenteeism. Robert Palmer examines this transformation of the English parish and argues that it was an important part of the English Reformation. Palmer analyzes an extensive set of data drawn from common law records to reveal a vigorous and effective effort Selling the church the English parish in law, commerce, and religion, 1350-1550 / by: Palmer, Robert C., 1947- Published: (2002). Search Options. Search History. Advanced Search. Find More. Browse the Catalog. Browse Alphabetically. In the years of expanding state authority following the Black Death, English common law permitted the leasing of parishes by their rectors and vicars, who then pursued interests elsewhere and left the parish in the control of lay lessees. But a series of statutes enacted by Henry VIII between 1529 and 1540 effectively reduced such clerical absenteeism. Robert Palmer examines this transformation of the English parish and argues that it was an important part of the English Reformation. Palmer analyzes an extensive set of data drawn from common law records to reveal a vigorous and effective effort